Donor Challenges

Approved Donor Challenges allow donors to contribute and give recognition or “bragging rights” to a group. All new Donor Challenge accounts require approval by the Board Chairman. If you would like to establish a Donor Challenge Account please send email to info@pvamf.org with your request, email and phone number. You will be contacted by a member of the Staff.

If you have questions about a particular challenge please contact the group Leader.

Approved Donor Challenges

When making a donation use the challenge identifier on the giving page in the box titled “Count Donation Towards” or include with the fund name on the memo line of your check.

500 Club – Leader – John Lewis – PVU ’73 - bllewis@swbell.net
Use identifier – 500 CLUB

PVAMU Athletic Club – Leader - Dr. Harold Bonner - PVU ’62 and ’70 - hbon@comcast.net
Use identifier – ATH ACLUB

Engineering Challenge

Use the identifiers below to designate the Engineering degree.

COE AE = Architectural Eng.
COE CE = Civil Eng.
COE CCE = Civil and Environmental Eng.
COE ChemE = Chemical Eng.
COE CS = Computer Science

COE ECE = Electrical and Computer Eng.
COE EE = Electrical Eng.
COE ET = Engineering Technology
COE IT =Industrial Technology
COE ME = Mechanical Eng.

Greek Letter - Organizations

APA = Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.
KAP = Kappa Alpha Psi, Inc.
OPP = Omega Psi Phi,Inc.
PBS = Phi Beta Sigma, Inc.
IPT = Iota Phi Theta, Inc.

AKA = Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc.
DST = Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.
ZPB = Zeta Phi Beta, Inc
SGR = Sigma Gamma Rho

Non - Greek Letter Organizations -

NAPL = Alpha Psi Lambda Inc.
NEG = Epsilon Gamma Iota
NGSS = Gamma Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority
NSLB = Sigma Lambda Beta Fraternity Inc.
NKDC = Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc.
NKKP = Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band Fraternity Inc.

NKK = Karnation Kourt Inc.
NPMA = Phi Mu Alpha
NSAI = Sigma Alpha Iota international Music Fraternity for Women Inc.
NSLG = Sigma Lambda Gamma PVAMU Colony
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National Alumni Association – Class Groups

NAA52 = Class of 1952
NAA53 = Class of 1953
NAA54 = Class of 1954
NAA55 = Class of 1955
NAA56 = Class of 1956
NAA57 = Class of 1957
NAA58 = Class of 1958
NAA59 = Class of 1959
NAA60 = Class of 1960
NAA61 = Class of 1961
NAA62 = Class of 1962
NAA63 = Class of 1963
NAA64 = Class of 1964

National Alumni Association – City and Group Chapters

NAAALB = Albuquerque, NM
NAAATL = Atlanta Metro, GA
NAAAUS = Austin, TX
NAA BEA = Beaumont, TX
NAA CTM = Central Texas Metro, TX
NAACHI = Chicago, IL
NAA LATEM = Dallas, TX
NAA FBC = Fort Bend County, TX
NAAFTW = Fort Worth,
NAAHEM = Hempstead, TX
NAAHOU = Houston, TX
NAAJSC = Johnson Space Center
NAAALAC = Los Angeles, CA
NAADDCC = North Dallas-Denton-Collins, TX
NAAPVL = Prairie View Local, TX
NAAPVN = Prairie View Nurses
NAAAPVA = PV Athletic Club
NAASAT = San Antonio, TX
NAA STL = St. Louis, MO
NAA WAC = Waco, TX
NAAWAS = Washington, DC